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IARC MISSION 6:  “Covert Operation”
Notional Mission
Credible and actionable human intelligence (HUMINT) reports have been received from a mole 
within the Hesamic Republic of Nari’s Intelligence Organization.  These reports indicate that 
highly sensitive information detailing plans to sabotage banking interests of a global organization 
may be stored in a security office located in the remote town of Rafq.  A breach in security has been 
identified which may allow a small autonomous air vehicle to penetrate perimeter defences so that 
the sensitive information can be stolen by the global organization in order to preempt any actions 
by the Nari government which would be deemed damaging to these unnamed global interests.

Before his untimely death, the mole was able to describe a number of features within the Nari 
Intelligence Organization’s security compound and the desired target.  The following electronic 
communiqué is believed to contain reliable intelligence (NEC Pivot machine translation):
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1. the nari security compound is surrounded by raised tension [analyst: a 
high voltage] electric fence with an inner razor telegraph extent [analyst: 
razor wire boundary or perimeter].

2. the building is considered secure, but has video ÃœberwkÃ¶n [analyst: 
unreadable] at various points.  Video is monitored by guards in an 
adjacent compound 300 meters to the south.  

3. certain hallways internal the security compound get laser “trip-
wires” which able to be deactivated manually.  The laser beams, in 
case broken in two, initiate an loud hearing [analyst: audible] alarm.

4.	everyone’s	floors	hold	pressure-feeling	Ã¼berkiden	[analyst: unreadable; 
perhaps “switches”] that are made to live [analyst: armed or switched on] at the evening 
of each work day.

5. a unmarried guard [analyst: sole or single guard] patrols the security compound 
on a 10-minute rotation.  He can be seen walking Ãüjƒârs [analyst: 
unreadable] the compound and then once every 10 minutes, entering the 
compound for a security inspection lasting about 15 minutes.  He 
then	exits	present	eifgÃ¤nge	the	enclosure	to	Ã¼birprÃ¼fen	being	
extent. beginning the enclosure kÃ¶nnd only being achieved when the 
guard am out. entrance way out. [analyst: entering the compound can only be achieved 
when the guard is outside]  Ingress/egress must occur in below 10 minutes to 
avoid detection.

6.	there	are	several	offices	within	the	compound.		The	security	office	
can	be	find	by	observing	directional	signs	and	is	uniquely	identified	
by a sign over the door.

7. one twinkle drive contain hurtful information [analyst: a flash drive containing 
sensitive or damaging information] of interest to our global masters am otherwise 
kept on the top the layers of papers in the chief of security’s in-box 
existing on his desk.

8. a single upper story window is broken and remains open on the stage 
[analyst: level or floor]	belonging	the	chief	of	security	office.

end of transcript (received 31 july 2009; nok kundi satnode)
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TASK:  Penetrate the Nari Intelligence Organization’s security office and remove the flash drive 
without detection.  An identical flash drive must replace the original drive to delay detection of the 
missing data (see your MISSION 6 tasking orders at:  http://iarc.angel-strike.com/task_orders.pdf ).

The covert mission must be conducted without compromise of the organizations funding the mission, 
therefore no identifying markings or information that can be traced back to the organizations shall be 
incorporated onto or into systems which may be compromised or captured should the mission fail.  

http://iarc.angel-strike.com/task_orders.pdf

